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I
found it tough to earn a living as a travel writer,

because travel always got in the way. Travel

journalism is all about top-ten destinations and best-

kept secrets. But my problem is that I savour the

spaces between more than the destinations. I don’t

understand why anyone would want to go where everyone else

is going, and I like keeping secrets.

I should have given up somewhere between Djenne and

Bomako in Mali. The tyre exploded, we were overloaded, and

the Burkinabé man in my lap jumped with fright. We held

each other as the driver wrestled  with the steering, and the

taxi skidded across the tarmac, but he managed to gain

control, and we came to a stop.

Judging by the relaxed composure of the Malian passengers,

this was a common occurrence. We clambered out of the taxi.

Some people lay down to sleep in the long grass, some ate

chicken, others went for a pee. We were a long way from

anywhere, the sun was setting, and the air was warm. A few of

us lifted the car onto a rock so the driver could fit another bald

tyre, and I realised I was happy. I finally understood that this

is what travel was about for me – the spaces in-between the

destinations.

I was as happy as I had been in Djenne with its mud mosque

and comfortable hotel bed. I was as happy as I would be in

Bamako, a place I knew for its music and beautiful women.

The spaces between allowed me to catch a breath, reflect on

where I had been, and imagine the place to come.



The spaces between allowed me to catch a breath, reflect on

where I had been, and imagine the place to come.

I wonder how many others enjoy these spaces – the remote

gas stations, small-town stopovers, endless horizons and quiet

nothings on empty roads. Often they are punctuated by

bursting tyres or sand traps. It’s why I especially like travelling

in Namibia and Botswana. There’s a lot of space, tyres burst

often, and sometimes you hit sand traps that hold you for long

enough to really savour the space between.

When I think of either country I recall the roadside landscapes

more than the famous destinations. The smells, the sounds –

or often the lack of them – the animal crossing the road. Often

what stays with me is changing a tyre, or  trying to coax a

motorcycle back to life. Or just a break to look at the

A roadside scene along Namibia’s Skeleton Coast. ©Anton Crone

surroundings.



Top: A burst tyre on Namibia’s Skeleton Coast.

Middle: Looking over Botswana’s Sua Pan from Kubu Island.
Bottom: A roadside scene along Namibia’s Skeleton Coast.

©Anton Crone



I recall people who materialise out of nowhere. Like the

villagers who gathered around my motorcycle in a remote area

just south of Botswana’s Makgadikgadi Pans when I was

stranded because the electrics had cut out while fording a

deep mud puddle. I was trying to figure out which wire goes

where, and why I hadn’t brought spare fuses. They tried to

help, and gave me advice in a language I didn’t understand.

And when they got bored, the kids danced and the women

nattered but the men stayed and watched, and I imagined

them discussing the merits of spare fuses in hushed tones. I

was fiddling around for a long time until the bike finally

sparked to life, and I remember them cheering and laughing –

the men waving me on, and the kids running alongside for a

while. And I remember reaching my sedate, brochured lodge

on the edge of the salt pans, and thinking ‘I wish I had stayed

with the villagers.’



One Christmas Eve, I was behind schedule because of a

motorcycle puncture, and I arrived at the South

Africa/Botswana border as it was closing. The South African

officials hardly checked my passport and rushed me through

to make sure I made it to the Botswana side in time. I tore

across no man’s land, but I was too late. However the gate

guard called the officials over and they gladly reopened for

me, checked my passport picture, kindly laughed at the joke I

made, and sent me on my way.

The Christmas spirit didn’t end there. In Tshabong, the

epitome of a dilapidated border town, I had to find a place for

the night. I was drinking a coke outside a café, contemplating

what to do, and the owner wandered over. Before I knew it he

The author’s motorcycle on a road to Botswana’s Makgadikgadi Pan. ©Anton Crone



had arranged a place for me to stay at a motel, and I was

invited to spend Christmas Eve with his family and friends. I

left much too late the next day, hungover and thirsty in the

40+ heat. Stopping at a remote village for a drink of water, I

found myself enjoying Christmas lunch with a Herero family

who were hosting the whole village at their home for the

celebrations. It was carols and good cheer, and I joined in the

festivities. No offence to my family, but it was one of the best

Christmases I have ever had.



Christmas at the home of a Herero family in Botswana. ©Anton Crone



I was behind schedule again, but this is a common trait with

me – always arriving at my destination well into the dark

hours because I savoured the space between. This is easy to do

on a motorcycle. Continuously exposed to the open air you feel

so much more a part of the environment. You feel the heat

and the cold, the sun on your shoulders and the sea mist on

your face. The smells are more acute, as are the flies in your

teeth. And the people are more open to you because you’re not

speeding by behind steel and glass.

Read more below the advertisement

It doesn’t mean I don’t like travelling in cars. But I like cars

with character. They are usually uncomfortable, and often

very slow, but their quirks enhance the spaces in-between.

The rhino-emblazoned 1967 Land Rover a group of us

http://africageo.com/4762


travelled in on the inaugural Put Foot Rally only reached 70

km/h – on the downhill – and it had the suspension of a brick.

But it gave us time to contemplate the empty spaces of

Namibia and Botswana, and the suspension meant we were

always awake to enjoy it. A lasting memory of that trip – cold

winter mornings, lying across the luggage in the open back,

wrapped in sleeping bags for warmth watching the sun rise

over the desert as we slowly crept west.

I fell in love with an old Land Cruiser named Nigella. She was

painted a soft eggshell blue but she was hard as rock. I met

her and owner, Paul Graham-Clarke, on the Mzanzi Trophy

rally. He and his son drove her across Namibia having all sorts

of adventures, like burst tyres and broken radiators. So they

were also always late for rallies, and sometimes they didn’t

make it to our destinations at all. Naturally I was jealous.





1. This old Land Rover had the suspension and aerodynamics of a brick.

2. Namibia’s Etosha Pan in flood.

3. Nigella, a car to fall in love with.
4. An elephant crossing a road in Savuti, Botswana.

5. A veteran of Namibia’s roads at Canyon Roadhouse.

©Anton Crone



I was riding in a very comfortable, reliable VW so, when Paul’s

son flew home from Maun, I begged Paul to let me ride

shotgun. Soon I was bouncing along in Nigella through the

slow sands of Botswana’s Moremi and Savuti. It was

uncomfortably hot and incredibly dusty, and by the time we

reached Livingstone and the Zambezi river’s raging waters, I

felt like we had already been on a wild rafting adventure

across the sands.

And if you must tackle sand, I recommend doing it in the most

unsuitable car possible. Brett Wild tried to reach Kubu Island

on Sua Pan in his little smart car. His brother and I followed

in a Land Rover with a tow-rope, waiting for the inevitable.

But Brett drove so fast the tiny car appeared to sail over the

sandy kilometers. Brett coaxed it to the edge of the salt-pan

whereupon he stopped to celebrate, and promptly sank into

the sand. The fan belts ate so much grit that they were

shredded beyond repair.



The night on Kubu Island that followed was the most starry

and memorable I’ve ever had. And the slow, difficult journey

to get the smart car back across the sand to Francistown was

bliss. Better still, I was stranded in Francistown for three days

while Brett travelled to South Africa for new fan belts. I

wouldn’t have spent time there otherwise, but now that I

know it better, Francistown is no longer one of the spaces in-

between. It’s become a destination – at least for me. Most

people wouldn’t say that, and this town will never make any

top-ten lists. But, you see, it’s got a secret – and I’m going to

keep it.

The not-so-smart car on the edge of Sua Pan in Botswana.

©Anton Crone
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BOTSWANA
highlights

Situated on the edge of Sua Pan, Kubu Island, with its

majestic baobabs and massive boulders, is the ultimate throne

The immensity of Botswana and Namibia’s wide open spaces

means the journey between destinations is the real highlight

of driving this region. Time to enjoy the arid beauty, reflect on

the place you have been and imagine the place you are going

to. To add to this, the region has one of the lowest population

densities in the world. As empty as it seems, its wonders are

innumerable and the highlights below are but a small

selection chosen simply for their ability to lure you back to

discover more.

from which to survey the endless horizons. You will need a

four wheel drive vehicle to reach the island and it is best

approached in the dry season between June and October. Sua

Pan is one of only two sites in southern Africa where both

greater flamingos and lesser flamingos regularly breed in the

wet season. The other is Etosha pan in Namibia. Lodges on

the edge of the pans offer excursions to Kubu Island.

Overnight camping is permitted.



from which to survey the endless horizons. You will need a

four wheel drive vehicle to reach the island and it is best

approached in the dry season between June and October. Sua

Pan is one of only two sites in southern Africa where both

greater flamingos and lesser flamingos regularly breed in the

wet season. The other is Etosha pan in Namibia. Lodges on

the edge of the pans offer excursions to Kubu Island.

Overnight camping is permitted.

UNESCOs 1000th World Heritage Sight, The Okavango

Delta and Moremi Game Reserve, which this vast wetland

embraces, supports one of the greatest concentrations of

wildlife in Africa. There are a variety of ways to experience it

and whether you glide through the waters in a mokoro, walk

its islands or fly overhead for the ultimate view, the Okavango

Delta will leave you breathless. International flights arrive in

the nearby town of Maun which offers a variety of travel

options, including 4×4 rental.



Containing the highest concentration of rock

paintings in the world, the mysterious Tsodilo Hills tell a

story that is 100,000 years old. Much has been learned about

the ancient inhabitants from the region by studying the

paintings and carvings, and modern people still visit the hills

for spiritual ceremonies. You can reach the hills in a sedan in

the dry season between June and October. A 4×4 is

recommended in the wet season.



The famous Baines Baobabs and the diverse wildlife are

the allure of Nxai Pan. The wet season from November to

April is when Nxai Pan is at its best for game viewing. A 4×4

is needed to reach the pan. Lodges and tour operators in or

near the region offer excursions to Nxai Pan. Overnight

camping is permitted near Baines Baobabs and in other parts

of the pan.

 

Kubu Island, Botswana.

©Anton Crone



Namibia’s wildlife jewel, Etosha National Park offers

unparalleled game viewing across a vast and easily accessible

area. The park cradles the Etosha pan which is one of only two

sites in southern Africa where both greater flamingos and

lesser flamingos regularly breed in the wet season between

January and March. The other is the Sua Pan in Botswana.

Game viewing is best during the cooler, dryer winter months,

particularly June to August when animals congregate at the

water holes. There are a variety of camping and lodge options

in or near Etosha and roads are accessible to sedans.

NAMIBIA
highlights



Described as the ‘Matterhorn of Namibia’ Spitzkoppe’s

striking outlines make this the most distinct landmark for

hundreds of kilometres. The granite massif was created by the

collapse of a gigantic volcano over 100 million years ago.

Subsequent erosion exposed the volcanic rock as the outer

layer was carried off by wind erosion. Ancient rock paintings

can be found on its walls and the area can be hiked to enjoy

the incredible rock formations. The nature reserve can be

reached in any vehicle.

Image ©Falense

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spitzkoppe.jpg


Home to the iconic ‘Dead Man’s Vlei’ and the red dunes

of Namibia, Sossusvlei cannot be missed. It is unsurprisingly a

mecca for tourists in the cooler winter months, but there’s

more space than one can imagine, to climb the dunes and

enjoy the sunrise, then descend to watch the sand change

colour as it contrasts with the stark white earth and black

trees in the vlei. Access to dunes is possible in all vehicles, and

four wheel drive shuttles drive visitors over the deep sand

tracks to the vlei.



The second largest canyon in the world, Namibia’s Fish

River Canyon is up to 550 metres deep and about 160km long.

It measures 27km across at its wides point. Forming a chain of

narrow pools, the river flows intermittently, usually flooding

in late summer. The canyon is open for hiking in the cooler

winter months between 1 May and 15 September and hikers

can camp in the deep gorges which frame the stars. A variety

of accommodation options is available in or near the national

park which can be accessed by sedan.

A little something on the side

Roadside view on the way to Sossusvlei, Namibia.

©Anton Crone



Visiting Botswana’s Chobe National Park in the north

east of the country is a must if you love wildlife. It also puts

you right next door to one of the wonders of the natural world,

Victoria Falls. It’s a short trip across the Zambian border to

Livingstone, the town named after English explorer Stanley

Livingstone, which is situated above the falls. Otherwise cross

the Zimbabwean border to the town of Victoria Falls. From

either side, you can view this spectacular waterfall, which

plummets 100 metres into the gorge. But to experience it to

the full, spend a few adventurous days rafting the rapids,

flying over – or through – the gorge in a micro-light or

helicopter, bungee jumping off the bridge and much more.

This is Africa’s adventure capital after all.

Read more below the advertisement

A little something on the side



When to go

The summer months, between November and April, herald

the arrival of the migratory birds from all over the world, and

the rain creates softer, greener landscapes that are easy on the

eye.

   

It can be extremely hot in summer reaching upwards of

40°C. In mid winter, June to August, it can be bitterly cold at

night, but is the best time for such things as hiking the Fish

River Canyon and enjoying the wildlife that congregate at the

water holes during this dry period.

How long you need

At least 2 weeks for a fulfilling road trip taking in most of the

sights. To spend a decent amount of time at the destinations

and enjoy the wonders along the way at an easy pace, 3

weeks is recommended.

http://africageo.com/4818


and enjoy the wonders along the way at an easy pace, 3

weeks is recommended.

What to drive

Most destinations can be reached by sedan, however many of

the roads in Namibia are gravel with sandy conditions and

hard stones. You are almost guaranteed to get a puncture on

these roads no matter what vehicle you drive. Taking two

spares is advised if you plan on extended trips on gravel. If

you are renting check if this is possible with your agent.

Excursions to the more inaccessible sights such as Sossusvlei

in Namibia, and Nxai and Makgadikgadi Pans in Botswana,

can be arranged with local tour operators.

   To fully appreciate the region on your own, a four

wheel drive is recommended.

   Rental agents at the key towns in Namibia (Windhoek and

Swakopmund) and Botswana (Maun, Kasane and Gaborone)

can facilitate this. If travelling from South Africa there are

many rental agents in Johannesburg and Cape Town.

.



many rental agents in Johannesburg and Cape Town.

Precautions

- Both Botswana and Namibia are malaria areas. Risk is

lowest during the dry winter months.

- Carry plenty of bottled water to avoid dehydration and avoid

drinking tap water.

- Use sunscreen and wear a hat and clothing that protects you

from the sun.

- Be wary of petty thieves in the towns and cities, but you can

feel secure about your personal safety in these friendly

countries.

- Botswana traffic officials are vigilant. Drive within the speed

limit.

- Always be on the lookout for animals crossing or walking in

the road.

- When driving on the gravel roads in Namibia, take particular

care due to loose gravel and sand.
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Award winning photographer Heinrich van den Berg
shares his latest images and describes

the silent future of wildlife photography
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ince I began my career 16 years ago, wildlife

photography has changed dramatically. Then,

photography was still a skill that demanded years

of trial and error just to get a decent image onto

film. Slide film was notoriously intolerant. Just

getting the exposure of a straightforward image correct was a

challenge.

   How things have changed. First came automatic light

meters, then autofocus, followed by digital capture. Gone are

the days of photographers being technically trained camera

operators who knew – and cared – what a flash guide number,

or even an f-stop, was.

   Now the gratification of taking images is instant, and we can

correct mistakes immediately. Now, photographers point their

cameras and phones at the world and see the potential result

on the screen even before they have released the shutter. For

the first time in history photographers can see what they

capture, and capture exactly what they see.

   This huge change has engulfed the wildlife photography

world. The standard of photography has skyrocketed. The skill

of stills photography lies no longer in capturing what you see

– it lies in recognising the uniqueness of what you have seen,

and sharing that. Photography has changed from ‘capturing’ to

‘seeing’. Photography has become pure. A camera is no longer

an obstacle obscuring reality. Photography is, at last, what it



should be – a true reflection of reality.

   But in my mind the biggest change yet is still to come –

video frame-grab.

   One of these days, we will be able to grab a frame from video

camera footage that will have the same quality as that of

today’s stills cameras. Not only will we be able to capture

action at 180 frames per second – we will be able to capture

an image after it has happened. With pre-recording functions,

a photographer will press the button a few seconds after the

action has happened, but the camera will save what it saw in

the few seconds before the button was pressed – at 180 frames

per second.

   For wildlife photography this is mind-boggling. Instantly,



the skill of  pressing the shutter at the right moment becomes

obsolete. Stills photography will change from grabbing a

moment to pointing a camera at where the action is going to

take place. Even focus will become irrelevant, with new

technology that makes it possible to focus an image after it has

been taken. Wildlife photography will cease to be a skill of

reflexes and technical abilities. Instead, being there and

pointing the camera will be enough.

   The question is: Will wildlife photography still be fun? With

technology swallowing the need for fanatics like me who are

addicted to the sound of the shutter, will the silent future of

stills wildlife photography be as fulfilling as it is today? Will

the real artists sit in dark offices grabbing frames from video

footage instead of sitting on game drive vehicles?

   I chose wildlife photography to be in the wild. It’s the best

excuse I have for being out there. Will this technology end it?

Will a silent world without shutters be bearable?

   I am fortunate to have survived autofocus and digital

capture. And the greatest lesson I have learned from surviving

is that you have to hold on to your boat when there are rapids

coming – no matter what. And I have learned that waterfalls,

as dangerous as they are, are  the most beautiful of all.

Especially when viewed from downstream. At 180 frames per

second.
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Click here for a pre-publication special offer on Heinrich’s
magnificent photography book: REFLECTIONS

 

http://www.hphpublishing.co.za/reflection/index.html
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ANTON CRONE quit the crazy-wonderful world of

advertising to travel the world, sometimes working, sometimes

drifting. Along the way he unearthed a passion for Africa’s

stories – not the sometimes hysterical news agency headlines

we all feed off, but the real stories. Anton has a strong

empathy with Africa’s people and their need to meet daily

�

requirements, often in remote environmentally hostile areas

co-habitated by Africa’s free-roaming animals. His journey

brought him to Africa Geographic where he is now Editor in

Chief, and custodian of Africa Geographic online magazine.

Convinced that the road is the ultimate destination, Anton

wrote THE SPACES IN-BETWEEN, and guides you on one of

his favourite routes in ROAD TRIPPING BOTSWANA &

NAMIBIA.
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HEINRICH VAN DEN BERG is an international award-

winning wildlife photographer, an accomplished writer and a

publisher. Van den Berg is well known for pushing

photographic boundaries to create explosive images that are

as beautiful as they are emotive. His artfully interwoven text

coaxes the reader into the realm of philosophy and

meditation. To achieve such visual presence, Van den Berg is a

thinking photographer, travelling extensively in search of

unique images – always with an eye for the unusual and a new

perspective of the familiar. His lens snares evocative moments

that leave lasting impressions through the pages of his

carefully crafted books. Heinrich shares some of his images

from his upcoming photography book in REFLECTIONS,

where he also describes the silent future of photography.
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